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Station Four Named Among Top Digital Strategy Agencies in U.S. by Clutch Research 

JACKSONVILLE, FL (November 24, 2015) Today, Station Four was named as a leading digital strategy agency by 

Clutch, a Washington, DC-based B2B research firm that identifies top service providers.  

The report highlights agencies that put a large emphasis on digital strategy, among other marketing and 

development services, and are consistent in their ability to deliver on client expectations. Clutch analysts 

conducted a thorough assessment of S4’s capabilities based on factors including market presence, company 

experience, client feedback, industry recognition and certifications in order to make their report.  

“We’ve done a lot over the years to emphasize the importance of developing a strong strategy when it comes to 

digital experiences and marketing initiatives,” said Chris Olberding, the Creative Partner at Station Four.  “We’ve 

also built a team that is able to execute our strategies with design and technology, which separates us from 

other agencies.” 

The report places Station Four as a Proven Market Leader in Clutch’s Leaders Matrix, a categorization that 

leverages proprietary research methodology to identify top services companies and map their capabilities. 

Station Four was plotted on the matrix based on its proven ability to deliver and focus on digital strategy.  

About Clutch: Clutch is a Washington, DC-based B2B research firm that identifies top service providers and 
solutions firms that deliver results for their clients. The Clutch methodology is an innovative research process 
melding the best of traditional B2B research and newer consumer review services. To date, Clutch has 
researched and reviewed 1000+ companies spanning 50+ market segments. 

About Station Four: Station Four is a digital-first marketing agency that combines strategy, creativity and 

technology to help companies develop powerful digital offerings and initiatives. Winner of numerous industry 

awards, S4 provides digital strategy, design services, content marketing, advanced application and software 

development to further its clients’ business objectives. Station Four is headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida. For 

more information, visit stationfour.com or call 904.399.3219. 
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